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AFFAIRS IN
KENNEBUNK

Edgar Harden is ill with typhoid
fever.
Another snow storm this Wednesday
morning.

It is truly a wise move on the part
of the Atlantic Shore Line officials that
they decide t^o make the shore route
Bicycles were about in large numbers
the main line between Portsmouth
Monday' and Tuesday.
and Kennebunk. The cross country
You wiU find Lettuce, Radish, Celery and Spinach Greens
route is of course more expeditious and Some of the Little Stories that the Holiday hours at the Postoffice next
Friday, Patiiot’js.Day.
might be appreciated by the business
Enterprise Has Heard
Hear are a few of our Specials for Friday and Saturday
man, but tne summer visitor and exWho said that the street sprinkling
curtiouist, to whom the road caters
problem is next in order?
Charles Stevens is very ill.
especially would much prefer the
MEATS
CANNED GOOTS
Roscoe Morrill of Amesbury, Mass.,
breezy, beautiful and picturesque
The
York County State taxes for this
9c Fancy Heavy Sirloiir Roasts, 14 to 18c
Hatchet Brand Rhubarb, per can
is in town today on business.
stretch of country which alternates the village is $6,826.52.
12c
9c
“ Light
“
“
Standard Maine Pumpkin “ “
sparkling blue ocean with the luxuriMaine Letter Carriers will hold Con The Pythian Sisters had an initiation
ent woodland for which I York and its
and supper at their hall last evening.
8 to 10c
9c
“ Chuck Roasts
Fancy Canned Apples
“ “
vention in Portland on Patriots Day.
vicinity are famous.—Old York Tran
Mr. Perry has moved into the MenMrs. E. F. Chesley spent Saturday
10 to 12c
“ Rib
“
script.
“ Maine Corn
“ “ — 9c
dum rent recently vacated by H. S.
and Sunday in Boston.
The annual tax against the railroads
Wakely.
14 to 16c
9c Lamb Legs
Grated Pine Apples
“
There is much sickness in our midst
of the State has been committed by the
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Goodnow and
14c
9c Veal Legs
Good Tomatoes
“ “
assessors at Augusta. It aggregates at present and the physioians are all family have returned from their Wash
very
busy.
$(01,50*7.56. The tax of the Atlantic
13c
9c Veal Loins
“ Ketchup, per bottle
ington trip.
Mr. Benjamin Walker and family
Shore line is $430.35 for the Portsmouth,
Railroad Matters
5 to 10c
Charles Stevens is helping on the
Heinz’s Pickles & Chow Chow, hot. 9c Corned Beef
Doverand York division and $708.46 have moved from Kennebunkport to
grading which is being done around the
for the Sanford line. The York Harbor this village.
4c
18c Fresh Lean Flanks
Fancy Cal. Peaches, per cau
Conductor Burgess, who lias been on and Beach railroad istaxed $562.04,
new public library.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Wakely of
the Portland-Dover run for a long time
Mrs. Burt Kelley is sick with cold on
past, has been shifted to the Kenne The open cars of the Atlantic Shore Limerick, spent a few days this week
WATCH THIS SPACE IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
her lungs. Her two children are also
bunkport branch by the recent up line are now being given their annual with their sob, H. S. Wakely.
Some very fragrant and beautiful suffering with bad colds.
heaval. His place is taken by J. H. overhauling and painting, preparatory
arbutus blossoms are being found just
Canavan of Lawrence. Henry Seavey, to the summer business.
William Martin of White River Junc
for a number of years brakeman on the’
tion, Vt., has accepted aposition in the
George A. Murch, superintendent of now in the woods hereabouts.
Kennebunkport road, is now on the’ the Atlantic Shore Line railroad, has The Knights of Pythias have
hardware store of H. E. Lunge.
1
run between Kennebunk and Portland.1 tendered his resignation to take effect employed Will Hanscom to care) for
They say that as there is still much
Telephone 6-5,
Mr. Wm. Titcomb of the Kennebunk■ on the first day of May. Mr. Murch Charles Stevens during the nights.
feeling over the telephone question that
local is about the only man in the1 came here from Fairfield and has been
Hughey McAtie was kept from his the hearing is likêly to be a lively one.
whole lot who stays where he was be very successful with the management of
work
last Tuesday on account of the
1
On account, of the illness of Miss
fore the rush began.
the road here. He came here shortly serious illness of his little daughter.
Drawbridge,
the teacher, there was no
A new schedule of trips, made nec, after the line from the Kennebunkport
school
at
the
Eastern Intermediate to
Mrs.
Morey
is
suffering
from
a
bad
at

essary by the change from a daily to &„ townhouse to Biddeford was completed.
day,
Wednesday.
mileage basis of pay for conductors and Mr. Murch has)several fine offers under tack of the asthma. Her four children
Mr Harry Andrews read a fine paper
brakemen, went into effect on the Bos consideration but does not know yet are also ill. Dr. Lord is in attendance.
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
on
the subject “The Modern English
ton & Maine recently. The new system which one he will accept.
A large attractive sign advertising
Drama” before the Twenty Associates
of pay, which went into effect March 1
King
Arthur
Flour
has
been
placed
on
A damage suit to be tried in the U.
at the requests of the Order of Railroad S. circuit court in Portland at the com the front of the Edgcomb store on Main Tuesday evening.
Conductors and the Brotherhood of ing session is brought by Herbert C. street.
The old school house, which is an old
HERE IS A BARGAIN IN A GUARANTEED
Railroad Trainmen, ca,lls for a certain Leslie of Waltham, Mass.,administrator
landmark,situated
on thelibarry |ot has
Are you going to hear Mr. Bryan
rate per mile for the first hundred against the Portsmouth, Dover & York speak
at the annual meeting of the been given to Mr. E. T. Harden and was
miles and an increased rate of every electric railroad, Aug. 1*7, 1905, Ken
Maine Democratic Clu]b at Portland moved upon his lot this week.
additional mile.
neth B. Leslie, two years of age, April 29?
The last social of the season will be
The double tracking of the Western crossed the trolley track at Oceansides
held
at the Baptist church Thursday
Mrs. James Hay ward and young son
division of the Boston and Maine rail crossing and was killed. The plaintiff James, and Mrs. Walter Nadeau, left evening of this week, The supper and
road between West Biddeford and this charges the corporation with legal re Monday for a three months’ visit to entertainment will be provided for by
village has commenced and the work sponsibility for the accident.
the men of the congregation.
their old home in Newfoundland.
of grading of the track will be pushed
A Dover,N. H.,dispatdh says:—“This
Joshûa Simpkins, the Barnum of all
forward as fast as possible, as it is the section is becoming interested in the re Miss Agnes ikitchell has returned Yftnkee Comedies, is to be at the Bidde
home
from
Ashland,
N.
H.,
where
she
wish of the management to have the port to the effect that the Atlantic
ford Opéra House next Saturday after
linqi finished by the time of the change Shore Line Company is negotiating for has been spending the winter with her noon and evening. Prices matinee 10
I
sister.
She
is
very
much
improved
in
of time which goes into effect in June. the control of theflJover, North wood &
and 20 cents. Evening 10, 10, 30 cents.
J Worth $3.50. Only a few at this price. Other Wring- 2 For a number of years the company has Concord electric railroad This is the health.
Miss Eleanor Fairfield gave a most
had in contemplation the/extending of most promising of all . the chartered
Mrs. ¿robbing of Haverhill, Mrs. John
ers, $2.00 to $5.00.
We carry all styles, Iron Frame,
the double iron from Biddeford to Ken lines in the state remaining uncon Howe of Dover and Miss Jennie Hobbs delightful party to a number of her
I Wooden Frame, Bench and Set Tub Wringersnebunk. The train men will appre structed and should it be built, would of Boston were in town last Saturday to young friends last Friday evening at
ciate this continuation of the double open up a territory now destitute of attend the funeral services of Captain her home. Games, music and a general '
good time was enjoyed by all. Refresh
track, likewise the telegraph operators railway facilities, g
Albert Williams.
ments were served.
and dispatchers. The work of grading,
A number of music lovers from this
etc., will occupy considerable time. Minstrel Entertainment
The Opera House has been thoroughly
village attended the concert given by
There is some blasting and filling in to
cleaned
this week, and the agent, Mr.
do in a number of places. It is thought The Kennebunk Military Band have The United States Marine Band of J. W. Bowdoin is in favor of using the
’
Washington
at
the
Biddeford
Opera
that the work will be completed early decided on Wednesday evening,May 8th
money on hand to paint the interior in
' House last Monday evening.
in June.
stead of purchasing more new scenery
as the date of their minstrel entertain
An Association of Horse Shoers’ has just at present and this wftuld seem a
ment. There will be both male ¡and[
Obituary
female actors and we are informed that; been formed and includes subscribers wise move.
the program will be the best ever given, from Biddeford, Saco, Cape Porpoise,
The poverty party, given by the Olive
Captain Albert N. Williams died at by this organization. Miss Florence, Kennebunkport, Wells, Ogunquit, York Rebekah Lodge at their rooms last
and
this
village.
The
price
of
shoeing
his home on Storer street last Thursday Crowley of Biddeford is to take several
Monday evening was a very enjoyable
noon, aftei* an illness of a few weeks, parts. For further particulars see, has advanced.
occasion, the fines imposed causing
his age being *79 years and 9 months.
posters and next week’s Enterprise.
Rev. Bruce Kinney of Utah, gave a much merriment and from the fact that
Captain Williams was born in this
very interesting lecture on “The Mor over $30.00 was taken from this source,
village in the house on Summer street
mon Peril” at the Baptist church last a good deal must have been done. Sup
Local Notes
now occupied by Mr. Wm. E. Barry.
I Friday evening, the same being well at per was served during the evening and
The Captain
entered
Bowdoin
Will not some one voluntéer to corres tended. The talk was listened to with everybody had a good time.
College when he was but 16 years of pond for Wells and Ogunquit?
a great deal of interest.
age. He was an all round musician
Last Sunday afternoon Rev. W. F.
Business will be almost entirely sus * Frank E. Kendrie, who played at the
and was leader of the Bowdoin College pended in town next Friday, Patriot’s
Unitarian church in this village Easter Holmes preached for the last time in
Band. At the age of 21 he was author- Day.
Sunday is to play at Mt. Kineo hotel the the Methodist church in* this village.
iled captain and followed the sea for a
coming
season. He played there two There was a good attendance and the
number a years. His wife died three The 83rd annual session of the Metho
years ago. Last season he was at the sermon was helpful and interesting.
years ago and he leaves to mourn his loss dist Episcopal church began in Auburn
The services at this church will be
Sea Shore House, Old Orchard.
Tuesday.
two daughters, Miss Louise, who has
omitted next Sunday. J. Franklin
Owing to a slight break in the mach The double tenement house known as Briggs and Postmaster, E. A. Fairfield,
always lived at home and tenderly cared
for both parents and Mrs. Samuel inery the Enterpqise was delayed a the Richard Peabody homestead at the will conduct the weekly services until a
lower village has recently been sold to pastor is appointed.
Clark, also a step daughter, Mrs. Nellie few hours this week.
Ferrin all of whom reside in this village.
The last social of the season will be Mr. Tripp, a former resident, but now a
Mr. Herbert E. Day of this village se
MAIN STREET
BIDDEFORD, HE
The funeral service were held from his held by the different churches Thurs railroad man in the West. We under
cured a large number of subscriptions
late home last Saturday afternoon and day evening of this week and will be in stand he will move his family here in
for the Colombia, a newspaper printed
the near future.
were conducted by the Rev. E. G. charge of the men of the parish.
in Boston, and for his services received
Crowdis of the Congregational ehurch.
Maine has substituted Patriots’ Day a goat from that city which he pre
Walter Day died at his home in AleThe floral tributes were many and beau wive from spinal meningitis Tuesday for Fast Day. In time all th© New
sented to his little grandchild, and he
tiful among them being a large evening. He leaves a wife and three England States will get around to the
has built a yard at the home on Brown
anchor from his daughters; a spray children to mourn his loss.
same holiday. The 19th of April is a street. It is a young female goat and
of beautiful white pink, tied with
Work on the new public library is be memorable date in American history, the whole family are quite happy over
white ribbon from the grand children;
ing
pushed ahead as rapidly as possible and this section of the country at least their new possession.
calla lilies, Miss Suzanne Snow; pinks,
should keep it in mind.
The private dancing class under the
The Atlantic Telegraph company
Mrs. Henry Williams and Miss Jennie
It has been a noticeable fact that for
Hobbs; set piece, Joseph Terrian; pinks instruction of Prof. Richardson of Ken several years the millinery opening of which formerly operated its lines be
Mr. Wm. E. Barry; also pinks, from nebunk, closed their weekly assemblies N. S. Harden-Davis has been the signal tween Boston and Portland, with inter
Mrs. John Howe. The interment was in Commercial ball last Saturday night. for a severe storm of some kind and mediate offices at Chlarlestown, Arling
The class with the addition of a few in
ton. Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill
in the family tomb in Hope cemetery.
vited friends spent a most agreeable last week proved no exception, but Not in Massachusetts; Portsmouth and
withstanding
this
fact
the
same
was
evening. Many of the pupils have ac
Dover, in New Hampshire, and South
Pine Tree Emcampment quired
a proficiency that has surprised one of the most successful ever held.
Berwick, Wells, Kennebunk, Biddeford,
Charles O. Brawn, who for the past Old Orchard and other coast resorts in
their friends, and in fact all have made
There was a special meeting, of Pine satisfactory progress and developed a four years hasz been in the employ of
Tree Encampment, last evening and fraternal sociability of feeling that has Jones & Clark, has resigned his posi Maine, is t« again open offices, one of
another special meeting is called for made the weekly gathering a source of tion and has accepted a similar one which is to be in Biddeford.
Friday evening, April 19 and an official pleasure and profit, highly satisfactory with a contracting firm in Massachusetts
The many friends of Miss Suzanne
visit of Grand Patriarch. Work in to all, and it was with genuine regret and left here Monday morning for Port Snow will regret to learn that she has
Royal Purple degree. Saturday after that they separated at midnight when land where they are at present building severed her connection with the Uni
noon and evening April 20, by invita the orchestra sounded the strains of a block.
tarian church choir in this village,
tion of Grand Patriarch Pine Tree En “Home Sweet Home.” There is talk of
The Post Office Department has in where she has sung for the past fotfr
campment will work the three degrees keeping up occasional gatherings of a
formed postmasters throughout the years and has accepted a similar posi
at the institution of Moreh Encamp similar character. Before seperating a
REPAIRING NEATLY DONE
country that the special series of stamps tion with the First Congregational
ment, No 57, at Sanford.
in Farmington, N. H. Miss
vote of thanks was given to Professor^ to commemorate the founding of church
'
will go to Farmington every Fri
One of the Hawkes Bros., of Portland Richardson for his painstaking atten Jamestown will be issued beginning Snow
’
returning the following Monday
was in town this week and placed a tion and 'efforts.—The Independent, April 15, for sale to; the public during day,
'
will have a class in singing on Sat
stone on the R. W. Lord lot in Hope | Salmon Falls, N. H., and South Berwick, the term of the Jamestown Exhibition, She
'
cemetery.
Maine, Thursday, April 11, 1907.
from April 26 to Nov. 30, 1907.
, 1urdays.
An ache in the hack and a pain in the head—
That’s the grippe!
A choke in the throat and a yearning for bed—
That’s the grippe!
,
A river of heat, then a shiver of cold,
A feeling of being three hundred years old,
A willingness even to do as your told—
That’s the grippe!
An arrow of pain, now in this place, now in that
That’s the grippe!
A feeling of doubt as to where you are at—
That’s the grippe!
A stupid sensation—of course, wholly new—
A foolish depression-why should you feel blue?
A doubt as to whether this is really you—
That’s the grippe!
Strange visions at night that deprive you of rest
That’s the grippe!
A taste in your mouth, a weight on your chest
That’s the grippe.
A tired sensation that runs through your veins
A queer combination of aches and of pains,
A vapid admission of absence of brains—
That’s the grippe!
—Somerville Journal

L. S. EDGCOMB
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NUGGETS OF SOUND SENSE.
Beware of the Entering Wedge of Sòcialism—Public Ownersnip.
In recording the defeat of a munici
pal waterworks scheme in Raleigh, N.
’C., after an educational campaign of
several months’ duration, the Evening
Times of that city gives an analysis of
municipal ownership which is Well
worth the careful study of all who
have at heart thè welfare of their
cities. Omitting references to local
conditions, the editorial reads as fol
lows:
“Municipal ownership is contrary to
the fundamental doctrines of the Dem
ocratic party, which opposes central
ized parental government and cries out
for the freedom of individuals. The
function of the government is’ to gov
ern, regulate and execute the laws
made by the people and, not to engage
in trading and trafficking Tor specula
tive gain. The miserable failure which
the state, backed by all its power and
public treasury, made in the trading
business while it owned and operated
plank roads, canals and railroads is a
blatant warning against municipal
ownership.
“Municipal ownership is the first step
in socialism, which strangles individual
enterprise, deters the investment of
capital in our city and retards in
dustrial progress. When once started
there is no limit to its scope, until there
becomes a large increase in municipal
debt and taxes and an impairment of
municipal credit. When a city en
gages in municipal ownership it runs
the risk of constanvsuits for damages,
while the state and county are de
prived of taxes upon that much prop
erty.
“While many towns- owning water
works publish rates which appear to be
cheap, thèy are in many instances de
ceptive for the reasons that, in addition
to the rates, taxes are levied upon the
people to pay interest on bonds, which
when added to the rates make the
consumer pay more than the ratès
charged by private plants'. Many of
these municipal plants if examined by
experts according to the business rules
of examining the affairs of private cor
porations would be proved to be run
ning at a loss instead of a profit, as
claimed.
“Under municipal ownership the
chance of the laboring man for em
ployment depends not upon his merits,
. but upon his political influence and
pull, and if he is not able to use pub
lic water he still has to pay taxes for
the benefit of the rich man who does.
“There is no more reason for munici
pal ownership of water than there is
for butcher shops, bakeries, clothing
stores, drug stores, livery - stables, etc.,
and under the system of municipal gov
ernment in this country it is a fertile
source of graft, political corruption and
bossism, a catchy slogan for a political
campaign, a slick article with which to
deceive the people and on which to
ride into office and a machine to per
petuate the control of the boss. It ha*
been aptly called ‘that vivid saffron
gold brick,’ under whose glittering tin
sel lurks a delusion and‘a snare.
“Municipal ownership's dead! Long
live good common business sense!”
It is a curious fact that the board of
aidermen which voted unanimously tq
renew the water franchise was elected
on a municipal ownership ticket. Facts
beat fancies if they have a fair chance.

Pernicious Partisan Activity.
Nothing is more certain than that
public ownership multiplies the possi
bilities of pernicious partisan activity.
Employees of the postoffice department
defeated Representative Loud of Cali
fornia because of some stand he took
in congress relative to their desires.
This is an indication of what might
be expected under public ownership,
both in city and nation.
Strong* men at the head of munici
pal employees in street cars, parks,
paving, waterworks and lighting serv
ice could swing any election they might
desire to control Officials would be
paralyzed as to their duties to the pub
lic through the necessity of placating
or humoring these immense bodies of
municipal employees. Then we should
have the leaders of the. aggregation
making bargains with heaVy interests
for the delivery of votes to desired
candidates or measures. Self interest,
more or less corrupt, would supersede
the disinterested patriotic motives and
differences of opinion oh which men
now divide in local and general elec
tions.—Terre Haute Star.
Duluth, Minn.
At a recent meeting of the city coun
cil a resolution was passed authorizing
the water board to make a contract
with the Great Northern Power com
pany to furnish electricity for operat
ing the pumping station. Under the
proposed contract the maximum price
for pumping 1,000,000 gallons is $6.50.
Last year it cost the city $8.90 per
1,000,000 gallons, without counting the
cost of depreciation in the plant.—
Electrical World.
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ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

His Enthusiasm Was Contagious.
SOCIETIES.
|
Whitefield, whose dramatic appeals to
his ' isteners were always a noteworthy ^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir;
part of his sermons, once preached to a
R. Cobps: Meetings every other Thurs
Why the City Resident Gains as body of seamen in New York. In the dayW .evening
in G. A. R. Hall.
course of his sermon he introduced the
P
ythian
S
isterhood : Meetings held every
Much as the Farmer.
followijjfc words:
“Well, my boys, we have a clear sky other Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall.
Daughters of Rebekah: Meetings heldthe
and are making fine headway 'over a
BAD ROADS AFFECT MARKET. smooth sea before a light breeze, and first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Fel
It will pay you when in Sanford to look at our
we shall soon lose sight of land. But lows’ Hall.
Y
ork Lodge, No.22, F. &. A. M.:_ Geo. A.
what means this sudden lowering of
Products That Would Reach the Cities the heavens and that dark cloud rising Gilpatrick, secretary. Meets on or before the
if the Highways Were Good Are Held from the western horizon? Hark! full moon each month. Murray Chapter meets
. Back and Go Into the Hands of the ■Don’t you hear the distant thunder? Monday following full moon. St. Amand Com
mandery meets second Thursday each ¿month.
Speculator.
Don’t you see those flashings of light
Sadus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G.\T.: 1 Meets
In many respects there is a certain ning? There is a storm gathering! every Tuesday evening in their hall bn Main
Every
man
to
his
duty!
How
the/
street.
amount of crudeness in the different
phases of our physical condition. This waves rise and dash against the ship! Wawa Tribe. No. 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
is more apparent in our country roads The air is dark! The tempest rages! every Wednesday evening.
than almost any other, says the Motor Our masts are gone! The ship is on Iona Council, No. 17, D. of P., 1. O. R. M JT We have a good stock of the latest New York and
Meets on every Monday sleep at the 8th run
News. The system of road building her beam ends! What next?”
II ■ Boston styles. At prices to suit every ones pocket
has been faulty as well as costly. ■ The hands of every sailor were grip setting of the sun, in Red Men’s hall, Clark’s ZX book.
ping
the
pews
in
front
of
them,
and
a
Block,
on
Lower
Main
street.
Much expense has been put upon the
common roads year after year, and wild excitement was in their eyes. Myrtle Lodge, No. 19, K. of P.: Meets
still there are seasons when most roads And when the preacher reached the every Friday evening in K. of P. Hall, Main
are in an unfit condition for general climax of his dramatic speech they Street.
purposes. This is not the fault of pur sprang to their feet in a body and Earnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.: Regul
ar meetings held in their hall every Wednes-’
pose, but of mode of treatment. Much shouted, “Take to the longboat!”
day evening at 7.30 o’clock.
of course is due to the newness of the
Pine Tree Encampment, No. 29. Meets
The Price of Silence.
country and the constant demand for
and fourth Wednesday of the month at
labor and cost in making farms, build A well known business man in a second
ing bridges and afherwise attending to town not far from Cincinnati discover Odd Fellows’ ball, at 7.45 p. m.
MO US AM Lod'ge, No. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets
OVER WADSWORTH’S BAKERY
W
what may properly be regarded of ed one morning on entering his office every
Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall, at
prime importance. As the country ad that his safe was out of order. He im 7.45
p. m.
vances in other respects the necessity mediately telegraphed to Philadelphia
for good roads becomes more insistent. for an expert.
When the latter arrived he found
A few thoughts upon this subject
CHURCH SERVICES.
from a prominent citizen of Michigan that the safe, an old fashioned affair
For That Tired Feeling Take
may not be amiss: “If the common locked with a key, could not be opented.
Baptist Church. Main,Street.
roads of the country were brought to After a hasty examination the expert,
REV. H. L. HANSON.
a condition that would enable farmers taking a piece of wire, dug out from
to market their products at all seasons the key a mass of dust and lint. He Sunday: 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.
11.30 a. m. Bible School.
of the year, the cost of living in town then opened the safe in the twinkling
6.15 p. m. Young People’s Meeting
and city would be greatly lessened, of an eye. The business man wore a
7.00 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
and discontent among laboring people sickly smile as he asked meekly:
Monday: 7.30 p. m. Young People’s Meeting.
and the operatives of industrial con “How much?”
Wednesd&y: 7.30 p. m.
Praise and Prayer
“
Twenty
dollars.
”
cerns would largely decrease If it did
Meeting.
“Do any of your firm’s patrons here Covenant Meeting last Friday evening
not entirely disappear. Why and how
We have just received from New manufactured by J. W. Bowdoin.
month.
are the two questions which must be know of your visit?”
York a full line of
Every bottle is guaranteed to give
answered.
“Not a soul but yourself.”
Unitarian Church. Main Street.
“
Then,
”
added
the
business
man,
“Present road conditions compel
satisfaction or money will be re
Bead
Necklaces
and
REV. F. r. lewis.
farmers to rush their products to mar “here’s $40. I’ll take it to be a great Sunday. 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
funded. The price is only 50 cts.
Dog Collars
ket as soon as harvested and when favor if you’ll hustle out by the first
’ 12.00 m. Sunday School.
On sale at
roads are at their best, since by wait train. If any one in.this town knew
\ 7.00 p. m. Evening Service, ’
in all the latest stylés from
ing a convenient time they may not that I paid a man $20 to dig dirt out of Congregational Church—Dane street.
10c to $1.87
get there at ail because of bad roads. a key for me I’d never do another dol
REV. E. G. CROWDIS
This naturally congests the market, lar’s worth of business in the whole
Also a nice assortment of loose
Sunday: 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.
forcing low prices, to the great detri state.”—New York Times.
Beads for making chains
12.00 m. Sunday School.
ment of the producer and without ap
'6.00 p. m. Young Peoples’ Endeavor
preciable benefit to the consumer, be
Maine
Novelties in White Beaded Kennebunk,
Meeting.
cause the average family in town or
7.00 p.m. Evening Service.
city buys only in small quantities at one
Belts for $1.00.
Wednesday: 4.00 p. m-. Junior Endeavor
time, say a day’s or a week’s supply.
7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
What is the result?
Black Jet Belts, 50c and 75c
Methodist Church. Portland Street
“The speculator, finding prices low
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
and knowing that in a little while the
One shipment of Children’s Ging
Sunday: 11.00 a. m. Junior League.
bad roads season will be on, when
ham Dresses has arrived^
2.00 p. m. Preaching Serviced
competing products ’will be kept from
3.00
p.
m.
from 25c Upwàrds
Bible
School
.
the trade centers, buys up the surplus
7.00 p. m. Evening Services.
and stores it away for the day of ne
Monday: 7.30 p.m. Epworth League.
One special lot of Ladies’ Fancy made from the Goodall Worsted Co’s
cessity, when he can demand and re
Wednesday: 7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting
famous productions will give you
Black Hose for 15c
ceive his own price for his holdings—
Friday: ; 7.30 p. m. Class Meeting.
great
satisfaction in style and wear
the stuff for which men toll, which
Christian Scientist.
they are compelled to have at what
Thousands of Ladies have taken
Room 8, Ross Block, Main Street.
ever cost. And when the* citizen in
advantage of our
Sunday Services at 10.45. a. m.
towns—the mechanic and operative of
Biddeford, Maine
Subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Rev
shops and factory—is forced in winter
Mary Baker Eddy.
and spring to pay exorbitant prices for
M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.
those articles of household necessity
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
which went begging for buyers at low
Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
prices the preceding fall he figures the
11.45 a. m. Sunday School.
You had better join the crowd next
increased cost of living In comparison
Catholic Church. Storer Street
Monday. It will pay you
and grows restless and discontented.
A large, new assort
REV. J. O. CASAVANT.
The resident of the city is the gainer
Samples of goods sent on application
by good roads just as much as the
Services every First Sunday at 9.30 a. mment all the «latest
farmer.”

w

MILLINERY

Ö

82 Main Street,

SANFORD, MAINE H

Beef Iron
And Wine

Bowdoin’s

DRESS
SKIRTS

Missouri and Good Roads.
There are 125,000 miles of roads in
Missouri. On 10 per cent of the mile
age, however, is carried 90 per cent of
the business transported. While all
roads need to be improved, the largest
need is of course upon the main trav
eled highways, says the Motor News.
The cost of good roads was estimated
at the Chillicothe convention different
ly by different speakers. Largely it
was a question of material available
in the various localities. From Boone
county came a report that gravel roads
were under construction at $1,700 a
mile. This was a conservative esti
mate. After a dirt road had been put
In well graded condition it could be
kept in good condition, it was demon
strated, by the use of the drag at
practically normal expense. It is not
to be wondered at, therefore, with its
demand for a new constitution and for
the training of good engineers, that
the convention adopted a resolution
favoring legislation looking toward
the more general employment of the
drag. “The best road material,” it
was decided, “was men and money,
cash taxes and competent engineers.”
The state board of agriculture is
planning to follow up the Chillicothe
convention with other conventions in
different towns. The good roads cam
paign in Missouri is on in earnest.

Michigan’s Road Progress.
State Highway Commissioner Earle
of Michigan reports that during the
seventeen months his department has
been in existence fifty-two miles of
stone road have been built in Michi
gan, in addition to thirty-three miles
Of first class gravel road and enough
clay gravel road to make ninety and
one-fourth miles. The total value of
all the roads constructed was $163,177.
The state has paid for completed roads
$61,826, and the value of the roads
pending is $77,082. The widest piece
of road constructed is the stone road
from Lansing to the Agricultural col
lege.
New Road Cement.
Experiments in England have shown
that the use of a mortar-like cement in
toad building will render the highway
more durable and almost dustless. This
suggests th; adding of a new phase to
the eternal conflict between horsemen
and motorists, says the Motor News.
While a smooth road of Adamantine
surface would be ideal for automobilists, it would be injurious to horses.
The ultimate hope of the motorists,
therefore, seems to be the crowding out
of the horse by the motor vehicle.

styles in both make
and materials

Call in and let us

show them to you

A New Dress
or Coat

The Corset Store, 2“R"£K

PUBLIC LIBRARY.

BUSINESS
FOR SALE

An old established Express
Miss Ella A. Clarke, Librarian.
business
running between Port
Library Hours. Monday, Wednesday
and
Saturday evenings, from 7 to 8 o’clock land, Kennebunk and Kenne
Saturday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.00 o’clock
For further partie-5
Wednesday afternoon 3 to 5 o’clock foi bunkport.
> reference.
ulars enquire of
Mail Arrivals & Departures. Chas. W. Consens, Kennebunk
E. A. Fairfield, Postmaster

Mail eloses for the West at 7.30,9.00 a. m.; 1.00
WILLIAM T. ALLEN,
1.00 and 6.35 p. m.
Mail closes for the East at 9.00,10.45 a. m.; 3.35
and 6.45 p. m.
Mails close for Kennebunkport 9.00 a, m.
6.35 p. m.
Land Surveyed, Streets, Highways and
Mail closes for Sanford 9.1.0 and 7.10 p. m.
Sewers laid out and graded.
Mails open from the West at 8.20, 9.45 and 11.45
Also Drawings and Blue Prints
a. m.; 4.40 and 7.40 p. m.
made.
Residence, 18 West Myrtle St.
Mails open from the East at 8.20 and 9.55 a. m.;
Also 298 Plain St, Biddeford
14)8 and 4.40 p. m.
Mails open from Kennebunkport at 9.45 a. m
and 4.40 p. m.
f■
Mails open from Sanford at 9.15 a. ra. and 6.40
p.m. ;
Office Hours: 7.15 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.

Civil Engineer, Surveyor and
... Draftsman...

P. RAINO
Odd Fellows’ Blk.

I Kennebank, Maine |

In Effect Oct. 8, 1906.
TRAINS LEAVE KENNEBUNK
For Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence,
Lowell and Boston, t7-5O, *9.37 a. m.; tl.18,
§1.46, §4.18, t4,20, §6.34, J6.46, p. m.
North Berwick and Somersworth, t7.50, *9.37,
a. m. fl.18, §1.46, f4.20, fe-ll, §6.34 p. nj.
Kennebunkport, 18.25, +9.40, a. m., f 11.26, fl-20,
f4.22, f7.05 p. m.
J
Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard, Portland,
f7.15, f9.15, fl0.56, fll.25, §11.32 a. m., fl.30, *3.58,
f7.04, f8.31 p.m.
No. Berwick, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn and Boston (Via. East. Div.) |9.37
a. m., fl.18 p. m.
* Daily, f Daily except Sunday. § Sunday
only.
Detailed information ano time tables may be
obtained at ticket offices.
D. J. FLANDERS,
C. M. BURT
Pass. Traf. Mgr.
Gen. Pass. Agent

Enterprise Press
Good Work

Low Prices

GOODALL WORSTED CO.’S SALESROOM
SANFORD,

MAINE

G. Austin Day,Mgr. Leroy C. Nason, i mis.

COLONIAL ORCHESTRA
First-class music furnished for all
occasion^
Address all communications to the
Manager, Kennebunk, Maine

DINAN
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
253 Main Street,

Biddeford, Me.

T1ARBLE AND GRANITE

Fire Alarm System,

Boston & Maine Railroad.

SPECIAL SALE
HELD EVERY MONDAY

23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
25 York Street, near residence of O. W. Clark
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
29 Corner High Street and Cat Mousam Road.
34 Corner Main and Stbrer Streets.
35 Corner Mechanic and Parsons Street
36 Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets
38 Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
41 Corner Summer and Park Streets.
43 Boston and Maine Station.
45 Corner Park and Grove Streets.
47 Leather JJoard
49 Corner Portland Street and Ross Road.
1 Continuous Blast, Paper Mil
3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
ALL OUT—Two blasts.
On the pole near the fire alarm box is a small
box with a glass front, containing the key. To
ring in an alarm, break the glass,’open the Are
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
it, let it fly back.
The alarm consists of four rounds of the box
number.

* Large show room filled with
New designs df Single and Double
Tablets. ,
The largest lot of Double Tab
lets ever shown in York County,
It will pay you to see our stock
and get prices before buying.
We use only first class marble.
TABLETS $18.00 and upwards.

O. L. Allen
298 Main St., Biddeford, Me.
Near Cor. Elm and Main St.

School Signals.
Two blasts at 8 a. m. will mean ho school in
the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
and Primary Schools.
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
one session, or no school in the afternoon.
Three blasts at 8. a. m. will,mean no school in
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a. m, it will
mean either one session in the schools—or. no
right methods.
school in the afternoonWrite today for our FREE improved listing blanks.
Boston:
New York:
One session will mean that school will keep
Philadelphia:
until 1 o’clock—except in the primary grades 88 Broad Street
150 Nassau Street
Broad and Chestnut
DON CHAMBERLIN, AGENT
Kennebunk, Maine
and they ¡left to the judgment of the teachers

4»

OF PUBLIE FUNCTIONS
Some Things Are Essentially of a
Governmental Nature.
Collecting Customs, Maintaining the
Army and the Police, Are Among
These, but Not Such Undertakings as
the Telegraph, the Telephone, the
Street Cars or Gas and Electric
Lighting—True Nature of a Public
Franchise.

Our Opening bays Have Passed
Now we are fairly launched in our Spring and Summer campaign. Our. Opening gave us a good start,—-the best we’ve ever
had. It demonstrated the superiority of our quantities, qualities and style. It again verified our claim of being the
store of the people, the store of high quality and low price.

The Ladies* Home Journal Patterns, 10c and 15c. Style Books Free
MILLINERY

This beautiful
department has
eclipsed all previous records in its
sales and orders. Everybody is de
lighted, even ourselves. Give us your
orders as early as possible that we may
be able to fill them on time.
We are making a special effort to
supply you with flowàrè, ornaments,
feathers and general hat trimmings for
your own trimmings and at about half
the prices usually charged.

New Silkoi^nes, 36 in. wide,yd., 12 l-2c
BLACK DRESS GOODS
a full plated skirt. A $12.50 Suit this
week» ea.
$10.00 Shadow Check Voiles, a charming 1 Case Ginghams in Blue, Gray, and
$1.50 and $2.00 Red, Value 10c. Our price this lot 8c
See other styles and values at per suit fabric. The yd
$12.50, 15.00, 16.50, 18.50 to 25.00 Shadow Check and Striped Batiste, 50 Doz , Linen Huck Towels, 18x36,
$1.00 and 1.25 ea,
10c
COATS FOR LADIES AND MISSES the yd.,
Prettier than ever. Made in English Plain Voiles, the yd., $ 1.00,1.25, 1.50 One Hundred Doz., Window Shades,
Coverts, Broadcloths, Panamas and’ Nun’s Veiling, tne yd., 50, 75c, $ 1,00 complete, each
25c
Fancy Mixtures. Prices ea
Woe I Taffetas the yd.,
$1.00,1.25
BOYS’ CLOTHING

$2.98,3.98, 5.00, 6.98, 7.98, 10.00
50 in. Chiffon Panamas,
<
to 25.00
Boys, we’re after you, been after you
$1.00 and 1.50
since you was a wee kid. We want you
CHILDREN’S GARMENTS
Lutina Prunellas
$1.25 and 1.50

Ages frem six months, one year, two
Little Reefer Coats Mohairs and Sicilians.
50, 75^, $1.00, 1.25, and 1.50
Most always full of the newest and in White, Red and Blue. Prices
$1.50, 2.00, 2.50 to 5.00 Serges
50, 75c, $1.00
most stylish garments and at prices
• Sizes eight years to 14, chic looking Fancy Suitings in Check, Strips and
that seem very low.
Box Coats, at each
Plaids. The yd., $1.00, 1.25 and 1.50
LADIES’ AND HISSES’ JUHPER
$2.50, 3.98 to 10.00
10 Piececs English Suiting in Plaids
SUITS
LEST YOU FORGET
and Mixtures. The yd
50c
Made of a checked Panama, all wool.
Nearly a thousand Skirts for you to Fancy Hohairs. The yd.-;
50c
Skirts made very full. Jumper hand
select one or two from, in Panama, Cream Hohairs, Albatross, Nun’s
somely trimmed.
Voiles, Taffeta, Broadcloths and Mix Veiling, Serges, Crepes, Lansdown,
Price,
$12.50
Henriettas, etc. The yd.,
Also a full line of Silk Jumper Suits, tures. Prices
$2.98, 3.98, 5.00 to 15.00
50c, 75c, $ 1.00 and 1.25
made of excellent quality Taffeta, all
SHIRT WAISTS
'h.ll shades
$12.50, 15.00, 20.00
' DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
Unless you have spent some time Muslin Curtains, 2 1-2 yds. long. The
LADIES’ AND MISSES’ SUITS
looking through our stock of Shirt pair
39c
The style and beauty of these suits Waists, you have not seen the best.
One Hundred Pr. Muslin Curtains in
eclipse all previous "stocks shown in Let us show you. Many styles at ea.
plain or stripe, 38 in. wide. The pair
this city. We shall esteem it a pleas
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00 to 5.00
,
x
50c
ure to show you, whether you are a
buyer or even a> customer. Let us 10 and 15c STYLE BOOKS FREE Fifty Prs. Nottingham Lace Curtains
DRESS GOODS
Handsome floral designs, 3 yds long, 40
show you.
This great Department is right on the in. wide.\ Extra value, the pr., $1.00
FOR $10.00
Pony Suits, also Etons, made of a “firing line.” Yard sticks and scissors 50 Pieces New Cretonnes, yd
8c, 10,12 1-2
good Panama cloth, prettily trimmed, make good music.
BIDDEFORD’S MOST POPULAR
years to six years.
GARHENT DEPARTF1ENT

W. E. YOULAND CO.
a liberal supply of gold and that
SEMI-MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP. awith
change of Textbooks is frequently

Partnerships Between Cities and Com
panies Are Bad.
Whenever in these days, an electric
light company is unfortunate enough to
have a street lighting contract expire
in a city where the municipal owner
ship of the street lighting plant has
been agitated there sometimes comes
forth out of the chaos of ideas as to
how the municipal ownership business
should be handled some proposition
from a private company which pur
ports th have the welfare of the city
rather than any private gain at heart.
This company, with great love for
the commonwealth, either real or as
sumed, usually comes forward with a
proposition for a kind of “semi-munici
pal ownership,” the company to per
form the work of lighting the city for
a number of years at a good round
sum and at the end of the contract the
lighting plant to be turned over to
the city free of cost and payment for
the plant to be\made out of the regular
monthly payments of the city for its
ligh ing, such monthly payments being
Invariably a good round sum. per lamp.
Now, such propositions as this may be
made in good faith by a company of
public spirited but misguided citizens
who really wish to serve the city, and
there are usually vjme / respectable
names connected with an enterprise of
this kind when it is launched. How
ever, there is usually an African some
where in the woodpile or at least a
strong possibility that there will be one
before the game is through.
It seems remarkable that any munic
ipality in this day and generation can
be deluded into the belief that any
such scheme of semi-municipal owner
ship can compare for a minute with a
good, straight, short contract at rea
sonable rates with a corporation al
ready in the lighting field. After all, a
redeeming feature to this scheme is
that at the end of a term of years it Is
fairly certain to bring home forcibly to
a municipality the depreciation due to
advance in the art as well as the de
preciation caused by wear and tear.—
Electrical World.

ordered merely because of these itch
ing palms.
Municipal ownership will not change
human mature, and venal officials can
hold up manufacturing companies just
as easily and profitably as they can
lighting and traction companies. Did
It ever occur to you that a corporation
isn’t anxious to get rid of its money
that way? But when it comes to a
holdup almost any one will give up
the “long green” to “public servants”
who are zealous, not for the public
welfare, but for theiA private purse.
No Intimation of Graft.

A dispatch from Wilkesbarre in re

gard to the municipal electric light
plant of Easton, Pa., the breakdown of
which has left that city in temporary
darkness, says:
“There is no intimation of graft. The
condition is due apparently to the fact
that city employees, appointed by men
holding political office, cannot be/ex
pected to have the same knowledge of
the electric lighting business that skill
ed employees of private corporations
have, and consequently there is waste
and inefficiency in a city plant which.
would not be possible in a well con
ducted private plant.”

Why He Opposes “M. O.”
As a member of our city council
some years ago I investigated this
question of municipal ownership be
fore we contracted for our electric
lights and found that in every instance
where the cost of municipal lighting
was reported below that offered by in
dependent contractors the difference
and more appeared on the general
taxes, and in most places it was frank
ly admitted that the light and water
plants were built by the city, but used
by the politicians.^-Homer E. Stewart
In Warren, (O.) Chronicle.

A Glimpse of the Millennium.
Government ownership of railroads
and telegraphs and municipal owner
ship of public utilities may come some
time, but will never come without dam
age to the public welfare until every
phase of the management and opera
ITS INFLUENCE ON BRIBERY. tion of the same is put on a strictly
nonpartisan merit system and thorough
Municipal Ownership Would Modify, business principles. — Mansfield (O.)
but Not Abolish it.
News.
One of the truest statements made
A Pertinent Question^
by advocates of municipal ownership
It seems to us well to ask ourselves
Is that it would put an end to bribery
of city officials by public service cor not whether we propose to run rail
porations. It certainly would wher roads, telegraphs, street cars, water and
ever that is practiced. But it wouldn’t gas works, electric light plants and,
put an end to bribeable officials, and all the rest of it, but whether we in
unless the city should manufacture its tend to keep the same sort of govern
own engines, machinery, street cars, ment that we have had for more than
electric lamps and other supplies the a hundred years.—Editorial in Indian
quality and price of these would be apolis News.
largely1 regulated by such officials.
Municipal ownership is an experi
Every one who is familiar with the
school trade knows that orders for ment not lightly to be ventured upon
school books and supplies are in many at the alarm call of politicians who
cities obtainable only by crossing the want to be elected to office,—New York
pqlms of members of school boards Bun.

to wear the best suits in the city. Yon
won’t pay so much either. Get the
habit of buying your clothing in a Dry
Goods Store and save money. It will
come in handy by and by. Don’t wait
too long. Best styles go quickly
Russian,Suits, 3 to 8 years, ea.,
$2.98, 3 50 to 5.00
Blouse Suits, 3 to 10 years, ea.,
$3.5Q and 4.50

Double Breasted Suits, a big range o,f

patterns.
Per suit

See the handsome grays.
$2.50, 2.98, 3.50 to 5.00

SHART TOP COATS FOR SMART

Boys
In Red, Covert and Gray, ea.,
$3.50, 3.98 and 5.00
Hen’s 50c Shirts, now ea.,
45c
Boys’ Waists and Blouses,
25c and $0c
Boys’ Odd Pants, 50c, 75 and $1.00
Boys’ Medium Weight Sweaters,
ea. $1.00

W. E. YOULALD CO.

Some, things are so essentially of a
governmental nature that it would be
fatuous to consider them from the
standpoint of private ownership
Among these are the collection of cus
toms, the maintenance and direction of
the army and navy and the police pow
er. In others it is the end rather than
the means that should be sought, and
municipal and private ownership are
often on equal terms without the viola
tion of any economic principle.
The maintenance of public highways
and sewers is usually a public func
tion, but the country abounds in exam
ples, every whit as satisfactory, of pri
vate ownership and operation. . With
water the importance to the communi
ty lies not in its. ownership, whether
public or private, but rather in its qual
ity, quantity and price. Many of the
most satisfactory waterworks of this
country and Europe are owned pri
vately.
Beyond these there is a class of put/
lie utilities which experience has shown
should lie exclusively within the domain
of private enterprise. The telegraph, tel
ephone, transportation, gas and electric
light undertakings offer examples. The
ownership of these by the community
is advocated by some on the ground
that they are necessities of modern
life, by others because they partake of
the nature of monopoly. It does not
appear that either is a sufficient rea
son. These are facilities and conven
iences, not Necessities. The latter con
sist of simple dwellings, food, raiment
and means of warmth in winter. If
our necessities are to be municipalized,
we should begin with the butcher, gro
cer, baker and coal dealer, whose per
centage of profits far exceeds that of
any of the corporations in the so called
public service.
Monopoly — regulated monopoly — is
not necessarily opposed to the public
interest. It is advantageous to all to
have one telephone system, that from
one point all may be conveniently
reached; to have one street car sys
tem with universal transfers, making
unnecessary any relation between one’s
home and place of work; to have ‘a
single gas or electric light works, pre
venting the waste of small plants and
organizations and securing by the lar
ger development increased reliability
and improved quality inzthe service.
A franchise merely permits a public
service corporation to share with oth
ers the use of the streets for the de
livery to its customers of the commod
ity* it supplies—a right that is enjoy
ed by every other industry. The' dif
ference is merely one of method. Were
electricity delivered in storage bat
teries and gas in tanks—conceivable
ways—no franchise would be required.
Instead of using horses and wagons,
which blockade the streets and make
street cleaning a problem, deliveries
are made beneath the surface without
dirt, noise or other 6bjectionable fea
tures.
It is through the exercise of this
right that we hear of the "confiscation
of public property. Yet the public has
not parted with its title* t\the streets
nor its right to occupy them, for any
purpose or in any manner it may de
sire. It has simply permitted a serv
ice company to become a tenant, for
which, in the form of franchise and
other taxes, the company pays a high
rent. Substantially the city is the
landlord, possessing the power of arbi
trarily determining, in the form of
these taxes, what rent it shall receive.
And this rent lessens proportionately
the individual taxation.—Moody’s Mag
azine.

Rundown Machinery and Dark Streets.
Appeal to Corporations.
Easton, Pa., is one of the cities that;,
having tried municipal ownership of
lighting plants, have found it wanting.
In a recent message to the city coun
cils Mayor March said that, although
he is a believer in the tlleory of city
ownership, nevertheless he would “pre
fer 'to hand over the city lighting to
private corporations rather than see
large districts in darkness, as has often
been the case in the last six months.”
Continuing, he characterized this as
“dangerous from the police point of
view” and unbearable from the citi
zen’s, adding that if the city contin
ues to operate the plant it “must be
run as a private corporation would ’run
it.” There should not qnly be econo
my, but the machinery should be con
stantly repaired and renewed,/both for
efficiency and “to keep up with mod
ern progress in electric lighting.”
Much of the machinery being almost
worn out, he advises that arrange
ments be made to borrow current from
a local company in case of breakdown
that the city streets may not be kept
in darkness while repairs are going on.
He does not say what he would advise
were municipal ownership complete
and there were no private companies!
Built in 1886, the construction cost of
Easton’s electric light plant to date
has been about $70,000. In a summary
of the situation the Sunday Call, which
appears originally to have favored the
enterprise, says the plant isn’t satis
factory and the city hasn’t the money
to renew it. The companies must now
be asked to put in bids for cjty light
ing. The Call thinks they can furnish
it cheaper than the city can itself.
Easton’s lighting experiment,. the pa
per adds, “has been costly and unsatis
factory.” The city was bonded to es
tablish the plant, and now that it is
worn out and almost useless the debt
remains.
Nothing has ever been charged up
for depreciation, but the people were
told that this was unnecessary, as the
plant was being kept in good repair.
Fifty thousand dollars was spent in
“patching up” the plant, but the state
ment that it was kept in good order is
now proved untrue, and so is the state
ment that 1;he cost was less than a
private corporation would have charg
ed for the same service, though many
people believed both statements for a
time.

According to a special to the 'New
York Times, women and children are
not considered safe on Easton’s streets
at night, and sixty firms and business
men have petitioned that the street
lighting be turned over to a private
corporation at once.

THE, FUNNY SIDE OF M. 0.

Brown—Well, I’ll be shot if that isn’t
Charlie Jones!
Gamekeeper—You’ll be shot if it is,
sir.—Sloper’s Half Holiday.

Politics In City Departments-r-A Queer
Veto—-City Poles Downed.
Public Service is not a humorous
publication, but there were some fun
ny items in its December issue. Com
menting on the, proposition of the
Business Men’s club of Cincinnati that
civil service rules should be introduced
into the municipal department, Mr.
Miller, a member of the board of pub
lic service, is quoted as saying, “I
think the first requisite for a good
official is that he should be a good
Democrat.”
The mayor of Bluffton, Ind., is more
subtly humorous. He advocates mu
nicipal " ownership as an antidote for
monopoly and then vetoes a fran
chise for a gas plant because it would
compete with the municipal electric
light works and “probably would re
duce the city’s $40,000 plant to a mass
of junk.” This is rather more than a
tacit admission that the consumers are
paying through the nose.
But. the funniest thing of all is that
some of the citizens of Chicago had to
go to law to compel the city electrical
department to obey its own laws. Be
cause such construction is much cheap
er this department undertook to erect
poles in a district where the ordinances
require wires to be placed under
ground. The citizens appealed to the
department* to protect them from what
they assumed to be the intrusion of a
private company. Instead of being al
layed their indignation was rather increasedk when they learned their mis
take, and they did not stop until the
city council passed an ordinance re
Typical Case of City Bookkeeping.
The authorities of Lakewood, O., quiring the removal of the poles.
have charged the city $55 a year for the
street lights supplied by the municipal
Municipal Wages In England.
plant. After looking at their tax bills
As the result of an application from
some of the citizens came to the con employees for an Increase of wages,
clusion that this sum did not represent the Salford (England) tramways com
all the cost and called in a firm of ex mittee has recommended to the munic
pert accountants, who ascertained that ipality, which owns and operates the
the actual annua] cost per arc had line, that the wages of conductors be
been $129.56 for the seven years the raised to 11 cents per hour on qjppointplant had been in operation, although ment, 12 cents per hour after one year
the lights had been run on the moon of service and 13 cents .per hour after
light schedule. As a private com three years of service. Another munic
pany offers all night service for less ipality advertises for a car shed night
than half that amount, the experiment foreman at $9 per week. — Electrical
is not regarded as a success, except by World.
the lighting committee.
Ashtabula’s Disastrous Experience.
Hard Luck of English City Strikers.
The city council of Ashtabula, O., re
The experience of the employees of cently passed an ordinance directing
the municipal street railway of Hali that the municipal electric light plant
fax, England, is not such as to encour be sold to the highest bidder. The
age the idea, promulgated by our yel plant began operations in 1892. The
low journals, that cities are necessarily construction cost exceeding $88,000, of
an easy mark. These employees struck, which $50,000 is regarded as a total
expecting popular support, which was loss owing to the plant having been
not forthcoming. Their places were allowed to run down. Although oper
promptly filled, arbitration was re ated on moonlight schedule, the aver
fused, and the new men were retained age cost of arc lights has been in ex
“when the strike T^as over.
cess of $100 a year.

Enemies Now.
Susan Sunflower—Heah am de en
gagement band dat Sam put on mah
finger. Et sartinly do attract a lot of
attention;
, Hannah Hamm—Et ought to. Brass
bands always attract attention.—De

v
Greenfield, Ind.
.Tne city council is considering the
necessity for a general overhauling and
Installation of new machinery in the
municipal electric light plant in this
city. Frequent’ breakdowns recently
have left the city in darkness.—Elec*

charging. S6on there was a great
boom, and John looked up, to find that
his friend was gone.
When the master returned, John was
very busy in the field.
“John,” said he, “where is Jim?”
“He went down to the spring afteh a
bucket o’ watah, sah.”
“When is he coming back?”
Why a Denver Society Man Did Not
“Well, sah,'- ef he come back like he
Call on the Giri.
went, he’s sure due heah now.”—Lip
The gasoline runabout stopped and pincott’s Magazine.
refused to budge. In it was a good
Another Bit of Expert Testimony.
looking young woman. She pushed
“No,” said the beautiful girl, “I can
:vers and turned wheels, but the maI’nine remained still. A well dressed not be yours.”
“Why not?” he demanded, with a
. oung man quite well known in Dener society came along. He knew very good deal of dignity.
“I don’t think it would be wise for
d:cle about autos, but the girl’s looks
attracted him. “Here’s a chance,” he me to become the wife of a man who
chought, “to work a little bluff and —please don’t ask me to explain it. I
do not wish to hurt your feelings.”
make the acquaintance of a peach.”
Folding his arms across his breast
Raising his hat, he asked if he might
not try to help her out of her predica and assuming his proudest look, he
ment. To be sure he might. So he said:
“I must insist that you finish what
went to work. He looked in the ma
chine, and then- he talked to the girl. you were going to say.”
“Well, then, if you will have it, I
Next he looked under it, and then he
had a little talk with the girl. He man am afraid you have an exaggerated
aged to kill ten minutes pretending to ego. The next time you ask a girl to
look for the trouble and incidentally be your wife don’t do it as if you
becoming acquainted with the girl. Fi thought you were conferring a favor
nally he took hold of the crank and upon her.”—Chicago RecordrHerald.
gave it a twist. The engine began to
Will Know if It Burns.
puff, and the machine was in readiness
The painter Paul Baudry was finish
to start
- “Oh, thank you very much,” said the ing a scene for a grand opera perform
ance in cold weather, and there were
girl.
“It was a, pleasure to. assist you,- I two stoves kept going on the stage.
assure you,”'he replied. Then he grew As he left the theater one night he
brave. “May I ask your name?” he said to the fireman:
“Keep an eye on those stoves. That
said.
She smiled and told him. He gave painted canvas is inflammable.”
“Don’t you be uneasy,” said the fire
her his card. “Come and see me some
man. “I know paint. It smells worse
time soon,” she said.
“I’d like very much to,”zwas his re than anything when it burns.”—Nos
Lolsirs.
ply. “Where do you live?’’
She gave him her number. “I’ll be up
He Knew Him.
tomorrow evening if you don’t mind,”
he said.
y
“All right,” was her reply. She start
ed the machine and then stopped it
again. “Would you mind coming
around to the back door when you
call?” she asked.
He was surprised. “What—the back
door?” he said, looking puzzled.
“Yes,” she replied. “I’m the second
maid up there.
He smiled a sickly smile and moved
away hurriedly. Nd, he didn’t keep
the engagement.—Denver Post.
Right Now.
The master of a large ■southern pla
tation would fire off a small cannc
every evening al/ 6 o’clock as a signal
to the people living on his land. One
evening at the time for the usual boom
the master was away. Two of his col
ored men, John and Jim, had long de
sired to fire the cannon, but had never
had a chance to do so. They decided to
make the trial on this afternoon, but
thought that it would be best for them
to have the cannon make no sound. ' It
was decided that Jim should hold
water bucket over the mouth of the

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS.
President National Electric Light associa- tion.

EASTON’S SLANT WORN OUT.

cannon while John did the actual dis troit Tribune.

trical World.

j

When to Knock the M. O. Idea.
A good tiine to knock the foolishness
of municipal ownership out of a man
is when he is about to step into the tax
collector’s office. He can then see what
would happen to him if he became a
joint owner in the whole thing.—Ex
change.

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS

Saco Road

Mrs. J. Allie Wells was in Biddeford
Monday.
Miss Agnes Snow, of Kennebunkport,
I who has been visiting Mrs. John Somers
returned home last Saturday.
Mrs. Sewell Hubbard is ill with
asthma.
Miss Elsie Somers is on the sick list.
The fishermen are catching a few
lobsters.
Master Dan Libby of Biddeford, has
been visiting at Mrs. Nancy Huff’s for a
few days,
Mrs. Hope Littlefield and daughter
Honor, were in Biddeford last Monday.
.
We are still witnessing snow storms
and are wondering how many more we
are going to have this spring.
The station here is to be rebuilt and (Wp
OV
will be moved down the track some 100
feet. A crew of men arrived last Mon
day for work on the same. This is a d*
much needed improvement.

Mrs. Wm. Allen is still very sick.
D. W. Hadlock and wife were guests
at River View Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Peterson are
receiving congratulations on the birth
Items of Interest Gathered by Our of a young daughter born last Sunday.
Several Correspondents
A family by the name of Sanders
have moved into the Balch house.
It don’t look much like a horse trot
Kennebunkport
April 19th, Patriot’s Day.
The York County State taxes for this Died Wednesday, April 10th, at her
home on the Saco Road, Mis. Catherine
town is $4,486.38.
The Farmer’s Club met at their Hall M. Currier aged 86 years. Mrs. Currier
White Waists, Madras Waists,
on Monday evening, and was adjourned was a woman of sterling character, a
Gingham
Waists.
good
counselor
and
friend.
She
leaves
to meet with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sin
to
mourn
the
loss
of
a
dear
mother
three
Over a dozen styles at these prices.
nott on Monday evening, April 22.
20 styles at this popular price,
children, Wm. E. Currier and Mrs. Geo.
All
extra
values.
Mrs. Henry Eldridge, and Mrs. Evie Cooper of Kennebunk and Charles M.
some worth as high as $1.50.
Elwell have gone to Rockland, Maine Currier of Kennebunkport with whom
$2.25, 2.50, 2.98, 3.50,
Many styles of Waists, long
on a visit to relatives and friends.
she lived and who has this to comfort
^.98, 4.98
and short sleeves, button fronts
[ .Mr. Fred Twambly and wife have him, that he was ever kind and indul
The greatest collection of Fashion’s
gone to house-keeping in one part of gent to her as she told us with her own
and button backs, some being sold as high
favorites you ever saw, every one a de
the house owned by Mr. Charles Huff. lips that he had not, in all the years,
Thoughts
signer’s “best effort.”
as
$2.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery are re given her one unkind word. This is
ceiving congratulations on the birth of one of the best records he could have.
“As a man thinketh in bis heart, so
She also leaves two step children, Jos is he.” This being true, how impor
a daughter.
THE BARGAIN STORE
Mrs. Mary Washburn is stopping with eph N. Currier and Mrs. Edward Gaddis tant it is that one cultivates none but
beside many friends and acquaintances good and pure thoughts, thoughts of
Mr. and.Mrs. Daniel Wescott.
Mr. Henry Seavey began his duties as who will miss the hearty welcome and love and kindness and health. Our
brakeman on the Titcomb train on Mon kindly greeting at the old home. The thoughts rule our lives and, in a marked
funeral services were from her late degree, influence the lives of those who
day morning.
home Friday afternoon and the inter
Hamlin Littlefield and wife are living ment was in Hope cemetery. Beautiful come in contact with us, either for good
or for evil. The world is filled with
in the Riverside hotel for the present.
flowers, emblems of the esteem in which wrecks caused by evil cruel thoughts.
There was no school in the Grammar she was held, covered the casket. We
causing the nostrils of his companion ployment he bad found to help him
Sarcasm, irony, thoughtless and un
through his music course was taken
to twitch like a rabbit’s.
school on Monday, on account of the ill extend our sympathy *o her children.
kind criticism, jealously, envy, revenge,
“Sure, but dis is a bum joint Come away1, and he was left stranded. Com
ness of the teacher.
The community is terror stricken at hatred and anger are going out from
ing in one day after a weary round of
to Maginty’s. It’s swell there.”
A large number attended prayer meetr the sickness of Carl Pierce who has many minds to poison the mental at
They went to Maginty’s, and over a disappointments, the sight of the boy
ingatthe Baptist on Sunday evening spinal meningitis/This terrible disease mosphere and destroy human happi
cup of strong coffee and their steak handling his most cherished violin,
and the service was very interesting.
seems to be spreading over the commu ness. Thoughts of fear, doubt and
and potatoes Pietro became confiden which no one else had a right to touch,
tial and told Grayson the story of his angered him unreasonably. Before he
A new vane has been put on the top nity and no one seems to give the cause discouragement go out to darken the
By
SADA
B.
CUSHMAN.
struggles,
first to provide necessities had time to remonstrate the boy had
of the Methodist steeple during the It would seem to the writer that if we lives of some who might have been
for his dying mother and then to es commenced to play, and at the first
could have a good long rain, the refuse happy and succesful. The person who
past week.
cape the clutches of the money lender, notes the man stood spellbound. Slow
Copyright, 1907, by Mary McKeon.
Mrs. Holbrook, who has been in on top of the ground would be washed holds thoughts of jealously, hatred or 6--------------------------------------- —O from whom he had borrowed money ly, uncertainly, with many blunders,
Massachusetts during the winter is ex and the earth purified. Let us hope for revenge toward another may be sure
that his mother might have a burial fit the child played, and Grayson listened
to one of his own dream pieces. He
pected here the last of next week and it and tfiat no other cases will appear. that there is something wrong in him Pietro eyed wistfully the shining for a human being.
Died at the Soldier’s Home, Togus, self, and it behooves him to take a ■hoes that passed him on the dry pave When Grayson, familiar with the was bitterly disappointed that this
will open up the Parker House for the
Maine, of pneumonia, last Wednesday mental inventory and pluck the beam ments. Business was slack and Pie ways of the wily money lenders, dis child, this waif of the streets, whom he
summer.
had befriended should have heard his
April 10th, James A. Benson aged 64 out of his own eye, then, perhaps, lie tro’s heart sank as low as the hoard of covered that the amount had been re music and, having heard, had been
Bonser & Sou are opening up their
turned
with
triplé
interest,
he
took
the
years, The body was brought to the will see his brother in a different light. Silver in his tattered purse. If it would
given the power to interpret it, though
store here for the season.
Some cultivate fear thoughts, no only rain, then the gentlemen hurrying matter into his own hands, and the Imperfectly.
old home where his brother Howard
money
lender,
looking
at
those
same
Woodbury Stevens will remain with Benson lives, for interment. Funeral matter how bright the prospects, they by might need his services, but the
“You thieving brat!” he exclaimed,
Strong clinched hands, admitted that
his parents from now until fall.
services were held Saturday, Rev. F. E. fear something dreadful is going to blinking stars, half hidden by the he had asked Pietro to call again only grasping the lad roughly. “Where did
There is to be a dance at Myrtle hall Leech officiating. His remarks were happen and go aboht with a woe-begone ■moke of the great city, found not a that he might give him a receipt for you learn that? Who taught you my
Cloud behind which to retire, and Pie
music ?”
this Wednesday evening.
very appropriate and touching. The re countenance, saddening the lives of all tro concluded that he might as well the full amount of his debt.
“Aw, cut it out!” said Pietro, wrig
Loath
around
them.
We
have
no
more
right
to
part
with
his
amusing
commains
reposed
in
a
black
casket
with
Mr. and Mrs. George N. Stevens will
close up for the night. The process of
gling
away like an eel. “You learned
panion,
Grayson
Invited
him
to
share
move into the Columbia shortly for the his G. A. R. uniforn which was most to enter a persons mentality and parade closing up consisted of packing his
his dingy lodgings for the night, and me yer old squeaks yerself in de night
our
senseless
fears
then
we
have
to
appropriate
as
he
was
a
loyal
veteran
brushes,
blacking
and
various
imple

summer season.
Grayson’s comrades significantly tap when youse git dem bughouse fits on.”
Rev. S. E. Leech and wife are attend and loved the cause. He leaves to enter his home and despoil his property. ments into a small box and slinging ped their foreheads at this latest ec
He told of the many nights he had
Most unhappy people have become so the same by a strap from his shoulder. centricity of their friend, for, though awakened to the sound of music and
ing the annual conference at Auburn mourn the loss of an elder brother one
One watching Pietro’s closing up
this week. C. O. Huff was appointed sister, Mrs. George I Goldthwaite of by gradual process of complaining. could determine the proceeds of the they were possessed of numerous ec struggled to reproduce it. He ended
with a request, uttered with an elabo
The
weather
is
disagreeable,
their
food
Biddeford
and
three
brothers,
J.
H.
lay delegate to this convention.
day’s business. If he moved with alac centricities of their own, as men of rate carelessness that failed to conceal
is
not
cooked
to
their
liking,
their
as

Benson,
R.
P.
Benson,
and
Howard
A.
genius
must
ever
be,
surely
even
they
rity, the jingling silver in his purse
Rev. S. E. Leech preached a fine ser
his real earnestness, that Grayson
mon to a large and appreciative audi Benson, all of Kennebunkport, besides sociates are not living as they would promised well for the necessities of might deem it the hallmark of insanity teach him to become “one of dem sure
to take from the street a ragged young
have
them.
Mentally
they
feel
respon

neices
and
nephewsand
hosts
of
friends,
life;
if
he
moved
reluctantly,
pausing
ence last Sunday afternoon. The even
ster and give him a glimpse of better ’nough fiddler chaps.” Grayson, with
ing meeting was led by E. H. Atkins. especially the young people and chil sible for the conduct of the neighbor now and then to see if perchance there things through the medium of a mode the harmony rippling through his
might yet be a patron for him, the
The services next Sunday will be dren who all loved Uncle Jim as he was hood, the church and the Government. purse was lamentably light and Pie of life that to these young men of. brain, ready at last to be put upon pa
familiarly called by every body. There These remind one of the juryman who
omitted.
mighty ambitions seemed drearily pov- per to open up a brilliant pathway to
were beautiful floral offering among said that on the case were eleven of the tro's supper must be likewise. Tonight Ii erty stricken.
Its author’s Success, gravely shook his
he
knew
that
the
persistent
craving
In
hand and answered, “Sure!”
which was a pillow made to represent most stubborn men he ever saw, not
From
the
point
of
view
of
the
man
his stomach must go entirely unappeas
the American flag which adorned his one of them would agree with him.
.West Kennebunk
ed, for there was no more than enough on the pile of straw, the shoddy ma
A Parable.
Such people are objects of sincere silver to satisfy the voraciousness of tress seems luxurious, while to the man'
casket given by the sister and brothers,
Once Upon a Time there was a Fair
a beautiful offering and very appropri- isympathy, for they are abject slaves to Isenberg, the money shark, of Water on the shoddy nothing seems worth
Young Girl with soft, white hands and
W. K. Sanborn was in Boston Thurs ate. Pinks to represent his age from their grumbling, fault-finding habits.
street, into whose clutches the lad had while but one of floss. Added to Gray a Swan’s Neck. She was born to be a
day and Friday on business.
’
s
inexplicable
treatment
of
the
son
We should learn to think kind and fallen and who found means of exact
neices and nephews. His body was
Prince’s Bride, but unfortunately there
Eben Gordon has purchased a hew placed in the receiving tomb at Arundel joyful
thoughts, thoughts of happiness, ing his dues even though there was dago kid, they told the story of his hal were no Princes near where she lived.
,
lucinations
—
how
in
the
still
nights
no
money
left
for
food.
horse.
cemetery. Thus are the ranks thinning love and good will, thoughts of health.
Also her Parents were poor. This
“Aw, no use kicking,” remarked Pie he claimed to hear bursts of exquisite Sweet Young Thing liked fine clothes,
here to join the ranks above and each >Such thought benefit mankind and
Delia Dunn is so as to be out.
melody
such
as
only
the
great
masters
philosophically as he stowed away
but didn’t like work. So when a Young
“bind up the broken-hearted.” When tro
George Fletcher, his wife and daugh year we miss them at the roll call.
his last brush; “I’ve seed worser luck Of music might dream and, dreaming, Man of Common Blood offered her his
we
learn
the
secret
of
true
living
we
ter were in Portland Saturday.
dan dis here. Anyhow mother ain’t reproduce. Grayson 'was only a hum hand in marriage she cried him yea.
will cultivate none but pure, loving, cold nor hungry.”
ble student, and, try as he might, he She thought she was going to live on
Wells Branch
Annie Parker and Charles Bridges are
kind thoughts.—The Pittsfield Journal.
could not reproduce those haunting
His
philosophy
deserted
him
as
the
Easy Street, with nothing to do but
improving.
poignant memory of the great soft eyes melodies that would give him no rest. kiss her husband goodby in the morn
Miss Nellie Gowen returned to her
Mrs. Lizzie Fritz is out on duty again
of his mother, wistful with longing for With his awakening the melodies were ing and watch for his return at night
sqhool at Buxton last Saturday.
Our Wonderful Language.
the sunshine of her own land, returned ■tilled, and only their echoes, like the Five years later she had two children
Fred Authierand Ezra Sweet received
Miss Laura Nichols of Boston, was the The' nervous foreigner got up and to him. His own eyes filled with un half remembered taste of some child
the books that were to be given to the
guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Laura went back to the conductor of the wonted tears, shutting out for a mo ish delight, the name and» substance, to take care of; her soft, white hands
best readers in the seventh and eighth
were red; her sylph-like form was
street car.
Littlefield last week.
ment the sight of the stream of gay color and form of which we have long bulky. She worked eighteen hours a
grade in the Grammar School.
“
Pardong,
m
’
sleur,
”
said
he,
“
but
zee
forgotten,
remained.
He
haunted
the
humanity
that
thronged
past
on
its
Arioch W. Penney is having lumber
washing, ironing and sewing, with
Charles E. Waterhouse died at his
car, he run so slow, and why, if you way to the opera. He did not see the opera and concerts, but he could never day,
no relief in ,sight.
sawed to make alterations in his house pleeze? Ees it not so?”
hear
them
save
in
his
dreams.
Be

home Monday morning at four o’clock,
tall young fellow with the debonair
By that time she' began to wish that
at Kennebunk.
“Yep,” replied the conductor. “We air and shabby coat who paused for an cause he dreamed these things and yet ■he
his age being '43 years and 6 months.
had learned stenography and re
could
interpret
them
no
better
than
his
can
’
t
help
it,
though.
You
see,
the
car
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
D.
Littlefield,
whd
Instant
besidehim
nor
did
he
notice
He was a member of the Odd Fellow
mained single.
ahead
Is
behind.
”
average
companion
student
they
called
the
evident
struggle
that
went
on
in
have
been
spending
the
winter
in
and Rebekah lodges. He was a mem
Moral.—People who don’t like work
The foreigner’s eyes opened wider. the young man’s mind as, with a him daffy. Daffy Pietro thought of him shouldn
’t marry for a home.—Detroit
ber of the Second Baptist church of Massachusetts, returned home last “Would you mind saying him again?” glance
at the dirty face of the urchin when in the wee small hours of the Free Press.
Lawrence, Mass. He leaves a mother, week.
he asked apologetically.
and another at the brilliantly lighted night he awoke and heard those glori
Alvah Smith’s team is hauling lum “I say,” replied the conductor, louder entrance of the opera house, he hur- ous sounds, His first quick glance
wife, two children, five brothers and
Character Building.
two sisters to mourn his loss. The ber trom Henderson’s mill to Drake’s than before, “that the car ahead is be tied on. He must be quick or there showed him that his host’s bed was
What is the object of education? Is
Island
for
C.
H.
Brown
’
s
cottage.
empty.
His
hind. See?’
second showed him the Jt to teach a child or man to know
would be left not even standing room,
funeral will be held this Wednesday af
ternoon and will be conducted by Rev.
School in Div. 16 began Monday morn The foreigner returned to his seat. which was all that he could afford to figure of the young man standing full something that he did not know or to
in the light of 'the moon, his violin in be something that he was not? Is it,
H. L. Hanson.
ing April 15th, with Miss Sara Winslow “Zee car-r-r ahead, he ees behind?” pay for. At the ticket window a fat his
hands, his face slightly uplifted In other words, an intellectual or a
said he to himself. “Most wonderful, old gentleman was wrangling over his
of Falmouth as teacher.
and with a transfiguring look upon it moral process? The safest answer is
most astonishing, is zis country! I do tickets.
Poultry business has taken quite a not understand, but some day perhaps
The enforced delay gave the young that would have made him pass almost to say that it is both. But there is a
Cape Porpoise
boom in this place this season. Willis I ■’all.”—Judge.
man time to think, and the face of the unrecognized among his best friends. growing suspicion among those who
street child, pathetic through all its His eyes were strange, staring, un have studied the question most deeply
B. Littlefield is erecting a new building,
dirt, would not be banished. When the earthly, and Pietro, encountering them, that our schools are not so successful
It Impressed Her.
Mr. Thomas Cluff has moved his S. D. Chick and E. R. Clark will both
“I saw something in the paper the old gentleman had relieved his mind shuddered and dived under the cover- as they might be on the side of charac
family into the house owned by Louis build this season.
other day that pleased me. I cut it out and turned away, the ticket seller let, where he lay trembling, awaiting ter building.—London Chronicle.
Albert.
and took It home and read it to my looked at Grayson expectantly; but, to feel the hands of his uncanny host
Mrs. Annie M. Pinkam has gone to
wffe. It was simple and direct, one with a muttered malediction at his upon him. Seconds passed, seeming
Hard Drilling.
Kennebunk Beach
the Tiull hospital in Biddeford for a
of those fugitive little bits that are chicken heart, as he chose to term it, like hours to him. The flood of harA bit of the kind of American humor
few weeks.
evolved by some sunny minded phl- Grayson turned away. Pietro was mony still poured on uninterrupted, that has thrived since the days of Ben
Mr. C. E. Emerson recently gave a toeopher.”
trudging wearily down the street to and he peeped cautiously forth again jamin Franklin comes from a Montana
Mr. Herbert Deshqn has moved his
ward that part of the city from which and forgot his fear in his keen enjoy mining camp.
party to the Pine school pupils, The “What was it?”
family to their old home in Bremen.
young people had a fine time, Re- “‘It is better to have a smile and a the rich flee and where the poor and ment. Pietro’s ancestors had been min
Said one miner, “The rock down in
Mr. and Mrs. Emelus Hutchins of freshments were served.
kind word for breakfast than mutton the wicked find refuge, Revolving in isters of the gospel of music, though that shaft is so hard that they used six
Haverhill, Mass., are at their cottage
his mind the weary question of he did not know it, and his ear drank barrels of drills the other day and
chops.’ ”
The different hotel proprietors are “What did your wife think of it?”
finances, he did not heed the approach In those exquisite sounds greedily,
here.
scratched it.”
getting their houses in readiness for “It seemed to Impress her. All she ing footsteps until a hand grasped him though his ignorant brain knew noth- barely
“Ugh!” said another. “I saw ’em
Mr. John Holmes of Portland is visit summer business.
Ing
of
their
worth.
gave me for breakfast the next morn unceremoniously and a voice asked
working on a ledge once where the
ing Mrs. Mary Austin.
Days passed, and Pietro was still a rock was so hard that after they had
C. W. Arnold of Haverhill is to build ing was a smile, a kind word and a gruffly:
Miss Lettie Tibbetts visited Miss Ruth a cottage here this season. Mr. Kel cop of coffee.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
guest in Grayson’s lodgings. The man used nine barrels o’ drills on it the
“What were you crying for, kid?”
Grant of West Kennebunk over Sunday. lum is to do the work.
“Aw, what yer givin’ us, dude? I had taken a fancy to him and dreaded hole stuck out six inches.”
the loneliness that must follow his de
warn’t cryin’.”
Sure, Thing.
Mrs. Enooh Curtis is confined to the C. W. Arnold and family are expected
parture. Pietro’s business affairs had
“
All
right,
but
what
’
s
wrong?
Bank

Gaddie
—
Dubley,
who
lost
his
voice
He Liked School.
house by illness.
to visit the beach for a few weeks.
more than a year ago, has a new doc rupt?” with a quizzical glance at the Improved. The election was over, as A bright little four-year-old boy was
Miss Lillian Huff, one of the nurses The New Bass Rock which has been tor working on him now, and the doc other’s stock in trade.
he reminded Grayson, who replied that
taken to school for the first time. Aft
of the West Newton Street Home for built to replace the one burned last fall tor insists he’ll soon enable him to
“Nope,” replied Pietro. “Got my out he could see no marked improvement er he had been given a desk and set
Little Wanderers, Boston, spentapait is fast nearing completion and Mr. J. ■peak. Dubley’s very pessimistic about fit left. That’s about all, though. Busi in his own affairs. Pietro answered to work he suddenly put up his little
ness is pretty dead now. Be better aft sagely that “a feller never kin tell. I hand.
though.
of last week with her parents here.
Allie Wells is certainly to be congratu- tt,Wise
er election.”
was pretty hard up that night me an’
—
And
yet
if
the
doctor
succeeds
“What do you want, Fritz?” asked
There will be no preaching service at | lated on thejiew structure. He and his I’ll bet Dubley’s first words will be, “I
you first seed each other, an’ now, see, the teacher.
Grayson laughed.
the church next Sunday morning, but. two sons have done practically all of told you so.”—Philadelphia Press.
“That’s right. I find it so myself. I made a dollar an’ a quarter today,
“I should like to know when the holi
the Sunday school will be he’d as j the work. The building is plastered
What do you say to a good hot steak an’ you kin have it well’s not.”
days begin,” said Fritz.—Die Muskete.
usual.
in
here?
”
“
Thanks,
”
replied
Grayson,
declining
and nearly all the rooms have steel
In Old Testament Time*.
They were passing a little restan- the proffered silver. “You’re a pretty
Mrs. P. A. Twambly of Kennebunk ceilings and the sanitary and plumbing Mrs. Stonechip — Baby is so back
No Great Loss.
port visited her sister, Mrs, Enoch Cur arrangements are of the best. It is ex ward! Here he’s forty-seven years old rant, and the aroma of hot coffee and good pal of mine, aren’t you, Pete?’
“Oh, I am in despair,” cried a poor
Grayson spent a good many of his woman, “my son has swallowed a
frying meat floated out to them, re
pected that every thing will be in readi and he can’t talk yet
tis a part of this week.
Mrs. Flintcave—Why, that’s odd. My minding Grayson that his evening spare moments teaching the boy to cent!”
ness
to
open
by
July
1st.
Maud E. Fletcher has ’returned from j
little boy was only forty last month meal had been dispensed with to make play on one of his violins and was sur
“Do not be too much distressed,”
Massachusetts where she has been for a ' Clement Huff was in Biddeford last and he says “da-da” and “ma-ma” and up the amount necessary for his admit prised and gratified at his rapid com said her friend. “After all, a cent is
tance to the land jif heart’s desire and prehension. His own affairs looked hot a great sum.”—Scacciapensieri.
number of weeks.
i Friday.
lots of words.—Puck.
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